
Vindonissa specific pugio hangers buckles and pendants 

This is not my first project on the Vindonissa subject. I have posted here my previous 
creative work on the topic earlier: 

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Augusta_Raurica_and_Vindonissa_cingulum.pdf 

There are not many publications and photos (to show details and quality imageson) on the 
subject, but I tried to recreate some of this huge material for the needs of Roman historical 
reenactment. But for me they are enough to make a valuable wax model for a replica on the 
topic. They all have a specific shapes and relief that I must take into account in order to be 

able to use them practically.   

This is one fully completed silver plated project on the subject including balteus buckle, 
plates, аpron buttons small and big ones pin’s (square and rectangular modela), apron 
pendant, rivets silver plating, Vindonissa gladius hangers with attachment, Vindonissa  

hamata hangers. Everything ready for installation on the leather. 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

This is a Vindonissa belt set. All plates are identical together with that of the buckle plate 
60mm/34mm. 

  

http://legio-iiii-scythica.com/images/roman_pdf/Augusta_Raurica_and_Vindonissa_cingulum.pdf


………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

Pugio hangers model from Vindonissa. Which are in great variety with me. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Another model of pugio hangers from Vindonissa. 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

Finished made of brass with imitation of antique technology Niello. This one Vindоnissa 
pugio hangers is very interesting!   

 

 
 

  

 

The original is in relatively poor condition! The back side (to the hinges) is highly fragmented, 
but a good idea can be obtained from the publication in the Katalog der Militaria aus 

Vindonissa Mil. 
 
 
 

 
 



3 different models together 

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

These pendants are different as the model and are not particularly known. 

 
It is not very popular pendants and are described in the catalog: Katalog der Militaria aus 

Vindonissa Mil №1284 and №1798. 

 



………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

At the very beginning some of my new Vindonissa pugio hangers on wax.  
 

 
 

Here in this model is used old antique technology  Niello. This is my wax model, but when it 
is finished on brass I will make my Niello imitation. The niello will be placed at the last stage. 
 

 
 

Several ready wax sets only from Vindоnissa: buckles, pugio hangers, pendants, different 
sizes and aprons plates rectangular and square. 

 



………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

I decided to reconstruct several new buckles Vindоnissa models. There is very, very little 
information about them .But thanks to my experience, I think I did some good wax models. 

 

 
 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
Another of the many Vindоnissa buckles.Of course it has many similarities to buckles found 

throughout  all over the Rhine Limes. Lots of cutting, gluing and adjusting to get closer to the 
original in shape and size. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 A set in brass.   

 

 
Several ready brass cast sets of models only from Vindоnissa: buckles, pugio hangers, 

pendants, different sizes and aprons plates rectangular and square.  

 



…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
 

Buckle and belt tip together. 
 

 
 

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



This is an wax model of my pendant (vine leaf) by archeology from Vindonissa.Vine leaves 
and grapes were a favorite motif of the Roman warriors and the Roman cavalry. All these 

leaves vary in Roman military archeology in size and in patterns. 

 
This is understandable given that the Roman army contained legionaries and auxiliary in 

most parts from the south and they were accustomed to grapes and wine-this divine drink . 
Wine and grapes are deeply connected and intertwined with Greek (and its version of 

Roman) mythology, as well as many religious rites. 

 
My Vindonissa creative reconstruction of Vine leaf pendant decorated with embossed dots 
depicting floral motifs. In this case I recreate 2 ordinary  pendants,appropriate for cingulum 
and for another Roman military equipment. I have tried to recreate it through  my creative 

look :pendant in the shape of a vine leaf and a pendant in the shape of crescent . 



 
These are objects common in Roman militaries that occur in many different forms, 

dimensions and volume. The problem is that antique masters have made them 
spontaneously and we modern reconstructors have to imitate them! Of course these objects 
in antiquity are not made of jewelers. The story of these items takes us (most likely)  to local 

masters who probably have worked for money in the local vicus. Or masters which were 
creators in the very legion himself, blacksmiths or those who were cared for military 

equipment. 

 

 
 

Mounting brackets are made by archeology. I use  brass sheet, distorted and cut so as to 
resemble archeology, so as to obtain a double brass wall in order to secure stronger fasten. 



 
Finished silver-plated with pure silver. 
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